Hypoalgesia to experimental visceral and somatic stimulation in painful chronic pancreatitis.
To gain more information of the pain mechanisms in chronic pancreatitis we applied standardized experimental pain stimulation of the duodenum, oesophagus and the skin in 12 healthy controls and 13 patients with chronic pancreatitis and typical pain attacks. Using endoscopy a guide wire was positioned into the horizontal part of the duodenum, and a probe with a distal balloon was introduced over the guide wire. Mechanical stimuli were given as tonic (38 ml/min) or phasic (increasing volume steps of 5 ml delivered for 60 s) distensions of the balloon. After stimulation of the duodenum, the distal oesophagus was stimulated with the same protocol. Finally, the skin was stimulated with 'single and repeated burst' electrical stimuli reflecting activation of peripheral and central pain mechanisms. The stimuli reliably evoked both painful and non-painful local and referred sensations. The patients had hyposensitivity to both tonic and phasic mechanical stimuli of the duodenum and the oesophagus (P=0.001). Hypoalgesia was also observed to single and repeated electrical skin stimuli in the patients, most evident for repeated stimuli (P=0.001). The evoked referred pain did not differ between the groups, but the patients used on average more words from the McGill Pain Questionnaire to describe the pain evoked in the duodenum (P=0.02). Generalized hypoalgesia to experimental visceral and somatic stimulations was found in chronic pancreatitis. The findings suggest that the activation and modulation of central mechanisms is fundamental in pancreatic pain, and future studies should address the effect of analgesics with central effects in the treatment of these patients.